Glaucoma is a disease that causes progressive loss of vision from the death of retinal ganglion cells.¹ One study suggests that at least 25% to 35% RGC loss occurs before visual field loss is detected. In some patients RGC loss may be as high as 50% before field defects are evident.²

In recent times OCT manufacturers have introduced analysis of the Ganglion Cell Complex - but most only cover the central 6mm macula zone. However, “only approximately 50% of RGC’s are present in the macula area with the remainder outside the macula”.³

The images above right show a patient with thinning of the Ganglion Cell Complex that is completely outside the central 6mm macula area. This fine defect is not significant enough to flag on traditional optic nerve/RNFL analysis, and relying on OCT that provides only 6mm Ganglion Cell Complex analysis could also miss the defect.

Nidek’s RS-3000 OCT (all models) can scan a wide 9x9mm area, with exclusive normative data over the same wide area for Ganglion Cell Complex analysis. A recent study concluded that “addition of the GCC thickness outside the macula….significantly increased the glaucoma-discriminating ability of the SD-OCT”.³

So, if you want to improve your glaucoma-discriminating ability, buy a NIDEK!
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Innovation in Lid Margin and Ocular Surface Disorders
When eyelids require heat and moisture

The first eyelid warming treatment
which achieves a standardised moist and heat therapy with real efficacy

- Blephasteam® is recommended to relieve symptoms of patients suffering from Meibomian Gland Dysfunction and associated diseases
- In standardised conditions, Blephasteam® provides moisture and heat therapy
- This dual action melts the meibomian secretions and obstruction.

A safe technology for your patients’ eyelids

OptoYag&SLT
clear & preserve vision

The OptoYag&SLT laser system utilizes two treatment modalities considered the gold standard in capsulotomy and treatment of glaucoma. Selective laser trabecuoplasty (SLT) is an advanced, non-invasive primary or secondary treatment of increased intraocular pressure. Compact design, 33 energy levels in the range of 0.2 to 2.6 mJ, a red aiming beam allowing precise focusing of the treatment beam, and built-in safety features ensure quick, safe and effective office-based SLT treatment.

YAG mode of the OptoYag&SLT represents a synergy of optimized focusing optics, high accuracy and precision of the aiming beam system, and clean and stable Gaussian laser beam profile. Having excellent photodisruptor capability, The Optotek YAG laser enables best treatment results using lower energy and fewer shots.

- LED Illumination System
- Unique FES™ (Fine Energy Setting) Technology
- PPS™ (Pulse to Pulse Stability) technology for advanced safety
- Monolithic Design for Ultimate Comfort

Optotek medical
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